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This lecture will consist of a walkthrough of the door frame barcoding process and the integration with
BIM 360 Field Issue & Equipment Tracking. We will take the class through a step-by-step process of
Project Understanding & Setup, BIM 360 Field Information Inputting and Setup (2 options), On-site
tagging and finally Issue and Equipment tracking using BIM 360 Field and the Barcodes.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:
•

Understand on-site implementation of this process and process origin

•

Understand issue tracking using BIM 360 Field software and barcodes

•

Learn how to set up, create and produce barcodes for door frames on a project

•

Understand and learn how to communicate efficiencies gained by this process to company and
project stakeholders
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About the Speakers
Chris Patton is the VDC Manager at McCarthy Building Companies, Inc. for the
Texas Region based in Dallas. He received his B.A. in Architecture from the
University of Kansas and has worked in the AEC industry for over 10 years. Chris
is responsible for management and implementation of McCarthy’s VDC process for
projects within the Texas Region. He leads a team of engineers who create models
for site logistics planning, estimating, self-perform work, constructability reviews, and
MEP coordination. Chris manages the VDC process, becoming an integrated
member of the project team and making sure team members' models and
deliverables meet specific requirements. In addition, he focuses on development of VDC project
strategy, field personnel training, BIM execution, and research & development of new BIM technology.
His emphasis over the last few years has been to survey all of the various technological tools on the
market and leverage them to cut down on wasted time and improve quality of work. Chris has worked
on a wide range of projects over the years including more recently the Ft. Bliss Hospital Replacement in
El Paso, TX, the DFW Airport Terminal Renovation and Improvement Project and the 1920 McKinney
Ave. Office Tower in downtown Dallas. Over his 10 plus year career Chris has become an experienced
user of most of the major Autodesk platforms including AutoCAD, Revit, Navisworks Manage, BIM 360
Field, BIM 360 Glue, Infraworks 360 and ReCap. Hobbies on the side include skiing, biking and the
occasional micro-brewery tours.

Ryan Moret is an Assistant Superintendent, with McCarthy Building Companies,
Inc. in Texas, who recently transitioned to the PreConstruction Department. He
graduated from Texas A&M University’s school of Architecture in Construction
Science in 2010. His first assignment upon graduation was the Carl R. Darnall
Army Medical Center in Fort Hood, TX. He started work at the project as a new
Project Engineer after completing an internship at the MD Anderson Alkek
Expansion Project, and over the course of 4 years worked his way to become a
Project Assistant Superintendent. He provided jobsite level support and
implementation for BIM 360 Field for this pioneer project within McCarthy and opened doors for further
implementation. Ryan continuously seeks for ways to leverage technology to create a leaner, more
efficient, and less problematic jobsite. He utilized equipment tracking within BIM 360 Field to efficiently
track materials, installation, and quality issues throughout the jobsite. When Ryan is not at work, he
enjoys biking, going the gym, watching movies, as well as all you can eat salad bars.
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Class Overview
For the purposes of this class we will be focusing on Issue Tracking, Equipment, Checklists and the
Barcoding modules of BIM 360 Field. While not a prerequisite for the understanding and implementation
of this process, this class does assume that attendees have a basic understanding of BIM 360 Field. The
class will not cover the overall setup from scratch of a new project in BIM 360 Field. The Class
Description mentions “Project Understanding & Setup” and this is in reference to the “physical” project,
the Carl R. Darnall Army Medical Center Replacement, and a brief understanding of it and its setup in
BIM 360 Field.
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Process Development

Carl R. Darnall Army Medical Center Replacement
Killeen, Texas

The $536 million Carl R. Darnall Army Medical Center Replacement was funded by ARRA funds from
the federal government. It is a 1 million square foot hospital to replace the aging facility that currently
serves Fort Hood in Killeen, Texas. The project consists of over 3000 rooms (each one with at least one
door). This is a design build project where the design evolved throughout the life of the
project. Establishing a plan to identify and track issues and changes on a jobsite of this size with a staff
of 50+ people (not including subcontractors, Owner representatives or Design Team members)
was critical for a project of this magnitude. The federal government requires a very robust QA/QC
program, and BIM 360 Field was identified as an excellent means to help meet and exceed the
government expectations as well as provide tracking for the project.
As a new project engineer in charge of doors and hardware, Ryan had to develop a means to track all of
the door frames. With all of the different hardware sets that were specified for the project and the
evolving design due to the fast track nature, a system had to be implemented that could identify door
frames and track issues that would be associated with them (wrong hardware preparations, trade
damage, incorrect frame ratings, etc.). Installing a barcode was a solution that allowed him to efficiently
check each door frame and tag an issue. He realized that this could be modified to allow issue tracking
for each room instead of each individual door frame and opened the door for issue tracking through the
entire building. As the job had a large location tree with thousands of rooms, the barcodes helped us
streamline the tagging of locations for issues. It also helped keep our reporting uniform, accurate, and
up to date.
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Door Frame Barcode Utilization in BIM 360 Field
There are two different ways the door frame barcodes can be setup in BIM 360 Field. We will cover
those two different setups later. What is important now is to understand the advantages and
disadvantages of each setup option. The Location method will allow you to use barcodes for Issue
Tracking only; the Equipment option will allow you to use barcodes for Issue Tracking, Checklists, or for
Construction Status of rooms and areas.

1 - Issue Tracking
(Works with both ‘Equipment’ and ‘Location’ setups)

BIM 360 Field works great for tracking issues on your projects. It
allows you to compile a single list of all the deficiencies,
unsatisfactory work, and punch list items and sort them by location,
subcontractor, date, etc. This is an extremely valuable tool when it
comes to documentation and issue management. It allows for easy
management and understanding of the issues on the project for all trades.
Whether the issue is a punch list issue or a QA/QC type issue, it works best when Locations can
be provided accurately using the Location Tree uploaded into the system. BIM 360 Field allows
you to tie a barcode number to the Location making it available for quick reference. When the
Locations are consistently used for Issue Tracking, it makes for better reporting and
documentation. Using the Locations also allows you to scan a barcode once you are at a
location and see all of the issues that have been opened and associated with that location.
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2 - QA / QC Checklists
(Only available using the ‘Equipment’ setup for barcodes)

One of the great parts of BIM 360 Field is the ability to create
‘inspection’ checklists to make sure all parts of the project
requirements and specifications are within compliance. Using
checklists is also very valuable as documentation for various
inspections throughout the project.
Checklists can be created for individual locations using the barcodes that are attached to the
room. It allows you to quickly assign locations to checklists and better track what checklists have
been tied to each location.
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3 - Construction / Turnover Status
(Only available using the ‘Equipment’ setup for barcodes)
BIM 360 Field lets you ‘customize’ and ‘create’ many of the
data fields it provides. With your physical locations now having
the power and functionality of the Equipment module, this can
allow you to create/track custom statuses for physical locations
on your project. This is particularly helpful when you need to
keep track of locations that have been turned over or finished
various inspections and communicate this information clearly to
multiple stakeholders. The fields are customizable, so your
imagination is your limit.
To the right is an example of properties used to track
information for a particular room (1133-01). You can see that
important inspection dates can be tracked for that room.
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Implementation of a Barcode System
This next section will cover how to implement one or more of these systems on your project. Putting a
barcode on every door frame might sound like a daunting task, but with the proper planning it can be
easy and help create a better end product.

Project Team
Construction project teams vary in size,
experience and complexity from job to job, so
there is not a definable title or role that we can
label as “Bar Code Champion” that will carry
through to every project. While anyone within the
Construction Manager’s team on a project can
accomplish the barcoding task, the most suited
person would be the Project Engineer or person
assigned to manage the Doors, Frames and
Hardware scope of work from a tracking
standpoint (not an installation standpoint if the two tasks are assigned to two different
people). The person in charge of managing this scope of work will have intimate knowledge of
the Door, Room and Hardware Schedules on the project. They will typically be the person who
has the contact and relationship with the door frame manufacturer and secondarily the door frame
installer, which as you will see later is very important to the process.
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Door Frame Manufacturer
Outside of the Construction Manager’s team, the most important
group to this process is the Door Frame Manufacturer. While not an
absolute necessity, their involvement in the process greatly reduces
the overall task time to almost nothing.
The Door Frame Manufacturer historically is already placing some
kind of identification marking on the door frame to identify, for those
on site, which opening that specific door frame is assigned to. This
can range from their own stick on barcode to a Sharpie marking. The
goal is to either buy-out in their contract or discuss collaboratively with
them if they can put the Construction Manager’s barcodes on the door
frames during the manufacturing process. Details of this workflow will be discussed later in the
“Timing” section of this paper.

Door Frame / Door Hardware Installer
Another important group(s) within this process, is the Door Frame & Door Hardware
Installer(s). Depending on where you are in the country this could be your Framer, your Mason or
a separate Door Frame & Hardware Installer all together. The two most
important items that need to be communicated to these groups are:
Frame Installer: What to do if the barcode is missing, mislabeled
or damaged during installation?
Hardware Installer: What to do with the barcode during and after
hardware installation?
Both of these questions should and can be addressed in a simple section of the subcontractor’s
Work Plan and at their Preparatory or Preconstruction Meeting. For the Frame Installer they will
need to know where the barcode label is located and who to contact should the label be missing
or damaged. For the Door Hardware installer they will need to know what they should do with the
barcode labels when they are in process of installing the hardware. Best practice might be to
peel off the label, stick it on the upper right corner of the door itself and then reapply it over the
hinge it came from once the installation is complete.

Painter
Last, but not least, your Painter will need to be advised of the
barcode labels and instructed to tape over the barcode label prior to
painting, through their Work Plan and Preparatory or
Preconstruction Meeting. Typically a good painter is already taping
off the hinge area, and thus your barcode label, but it is always a
good idea to review it with them especially if your team has chosen
an atypical location. Once complete, the painter should remove the
tape from the barcode label.
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Tools and Materials
Printer:
The “type” of printer that should be used for this process is what is referred to in the industry as a
thermal transfer printer. No, this is not just a printer you can walk into Best Buy and grab off the
shelf. The printer allows the team to print the barcodes on light to heavy duty vinyl labels
depending on the purpose. McCarthy does not promote one printer brand over any other and for
the sole purpose of explaining what was used for this case study, McCarthy purchased the
Duralabel 300 along with 1” vinyl tape and transfer ribbon. The printer itself will cost
approximately $1500 but can be incorporated into a package deal with the tape and ribbons
depending on the quantity you are buying. Like any tool on a project the printer should be
properly maintained per the manufacturer’s instructions.

* Tip: Large projects should have their own printer, while smaller projects in the same
city or area could share a printer and thus the cost.

Barcode Or QR Code Generation Websites:

There are a wide range of paid and free websites available for barcode or QR code
generating. While McCarthy Building Companies does not promote one website over any other,
our team utilized www.serialio.com. The two main reasons we used this site was because it
allowed you to generate 100 barcodes at a time and manipulate the size of the label that is
generated. BIM 360 Field Barcode Scanner recognizes both QR codes and typical barcodes.
QR codes do allow for more information within the same size barcode however this is not typically
an issue for room numbers.
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Timing
The setup for barcoding on the jobsite needs to be completed prior to the door frames showing up
on site and metal stud framing starting. This means the Location Tree has been imported into
BIM 360 Field and ready for use so that barcodes can be generated. Barcodes should be
generated and developed during the review of the door hardware submittals.

* Tip: If the door manufacturer is utilizing a barcode
system of their own, the Construction Manager could
also request the “data” behind their barcoding system
to utilize the same barcodes. While the Construction
Manager may not want to rely on the paper labels most
door manufacturers use, they tend to fall off and
deteriorate faster and in larger quantities, it can be
used as a backup to the Construction Manager’s own
labels should the vinyl labels fall off or not get put on
the doors until after they are installed.
Once the barcode numbers are finalized, the barcodes can be printed. If you have a
manufacturer that is setup in a means that can help with this process, fantastic; otherwise, they
can be installed during QC checks on the door frames during unloading / install.

* Tip: Have a discussion with the Door Frame Manufacturer prior to the first door
submittals being turned in. A good practice our team utilized was when the submittals
were approved, a Notice to Proceed (NTP) with the manufacturing of that set of door
frames was sent to the Door Frame Manufacturer. This typically includes a list of the
doors released for production. We simply sent an envelope containing two sets of
barcodes (one for back-up as a courtesy to the Door Frame Manufacturer) along with it
that the Manufacturer applied. Easier in the shop than in the field.
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BIM 360 Field Barcode Setup and Import
Location Tree
The Location Tree is the most important part of the BIM 360 Field setup when it comes to the
barcode tracking. The Location Tree is something that the job site team should take some time
and think about how they want to track issues on the job. The most obvious way to track location
is by room numbers, but when you have a larger site footprint, or large open areas, you need to
identify some means of calling out specific locations.
The first step is to gather a list of the room numbers for import to BIM 360 Field. We suggest
extracting a door schedule or room schedule from the construction documents as it will give you a
room number for every room (or close to) in the building. There is plenty of software available
that will help export from PDF documents to Excel. Under the description, we suggest entering
the name of the room or area.

Then add any locations that your team developed for site or unique portions of the project.
You must have administrator rights for your project to setup Locations and Equipment.
All steps from here will assume you have logged into your project with administrator
rights.

Location vs. Equipment
You now have setup two options from here, as mentioned earlier, each with its own unique
advantages and disadvantages. One way is to associate the barcode with a room/area as a
‘Location’. The other way is to treat the room as a piece of ‘Equipment’ and associate the
barcode as such. Each of these methods let you track issues by defined locations, but setting up
the room as a piece of ‘Equipment’ will allow you some additional options with Checklists and
Construction Status as previously discussed, however with the downside is longer Sync times
because of the increase in data this method creates.
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Setup Option #1 - Locations - This is an easier methods to setup and use, also it is less
‘bulky’ in the 360 Field system. At this time, the barcode will only allow you to open issues in
the Issue Module of 360 Field.

a. Click your name in the top right and go to Settings > Locations > Import Locations
b. Download the template for Locations import, this is an Excel file.
c. The Location template has instructions for how to format locations so that they load
properly into a Location Tree. For Example: Hospital > Level 1 > Room 1101-01. It
is important to load the barcode number for each location you plan on using. Usually
this is the room number.
d. Upload the template and locations. Keep your upload templates so you can use the
barcode numbers when creating the labels later.
e. The BIM 360 Field system is now ready to read barcodes.
Setup Option #2 - Equipment - This really lets you be more ‘creative’ with the use of the
barcodes. This will give you locations in addition to letting you status various information for
each location.
a. We recommend making a type of Equipment for locations. If your project chooses to
implement the equipment tracking for actual owner equipment, this will give you an
easy option to filter out all the locations.
i. Click your name in the top right and go to Settings > Equipment
ii. Change the Category to Architectural and type ‘Locations’. Hit the Green
Plus Button
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iii. Under the Standard Properties tab, enable the barcode label.
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b. Return to the Home Page and navigate to the Equipment Tab.

c.

Download the Equipment Template for import, again it is a simple Excel file.
i. Be sure to fill out the barcodes and Location fields for each equipment.
d. The template has instructions for how to format locations so that they load properly
into a Location Tree. For Example: Hospital > Level 1 > Room 1101-01
e. Upload the template.
f. The BIM 360 Field system is ready to read barcodes and load them as equipment
items.
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Creating Barcodes and Labels
Using the barcode column from your upload templates, those numbers should be copied into a
barcode generator. There are dozens of them available on the internet for free as discussed
earlier. Some allow for multiple barcodes to be generated at once and some allow for them to be
done in batches. We recommend finding the ones that can be done in batches.
Copy the barcodes into Microsoft Word where your template for printing labels has been
configured. This is different for all printers / label makers and has not specifically been addressed
in this document. Last but not least, hit Print.
PRO TIP: This is a great opportunity to include some information for
the door frames. We added notes for Fire Ratings, STC, Electronic
Frame preps onto the labels so that they could quickly be checked in
the field. This allowed us to find any issues with the door frame
preps before they were installed in their openings.

Why Do We Do This?
Let’s consider what this does for our projects. BIM 360 Field provides a great way to consolidate project
issues onto a single issue list and provide documentation for inspections.
On a bigger picture, BIM 360 Field provides a single database for project wide issues; no more Excel
spread sheets, stained pieces of paper, folded up napkins, inspection report, and email chains. Typically
jobs have these issues spread out across multiple trades, inspectors, and managers. BIM 360 Field
helps provide a comprehensive report with locations and aging reports.
With the location and/or the equipment barcodes on door frames implemented, you can now open issues
much faster as you no longer have to navigate to a new location every time you change rooms. When a
system is easier to use, it is more likely to be used by the project staff. Now a simple scan and hit add,
instead of adding an area and navigating through a huge location tree to find the area you want. Also you
won’t have to look up any room numbers and your barcodes can/will provide room numbers for other
trades to reference as they see fit. Essentially the barcodes create an opportunity for access points to
make a ‘smarter’ building that can interact with the jobsite management and coordination software.
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Additional Applications to Consider

Equipment Commissioning Tracking
One of the most argues tasks on a
Construction job is Commissioning
of Equipment. Its at the end of the
job people might lose a little focus
so durations end up being longer
than they should, there is not good
communication or protocols in
place with the Commissioning
Agents so again durations increase
because things are missed or not
communicated properly. Utilizing
360 Field for Commissioning of Equipment is a great tool to have your Commissioning
Agent use. They will need to be given Project Admin rights within the system so that they
can start and complete Checklists. Barcodes will need to be setup under the Equipment
portal and assigned to each piece of equipment on the job that goes through the
Commissioning process. Typically the Contractor will end up being the person applying
the barcodes to the equipment at installation or first inspection; there are probably too
many pieces of equipment coming from too many different suppliers to handle this task
on the front end like the door frames.

Material Tracking
Any material on a jobsite that the Contractor is either directly responsible for or feels is
important enough can be tracked. Certain materials may not be able to be tracked with
the barcode printing system outlined in this paper, because the adhesive tape may not
apply, however see the next session for a newer option on the market. An example of a
material you may want to keep track of and need to status to certain stakeholders is
Owner Supplied Contractor Installed Medical Equipment. Owners will typically wait until
the last minute before purchasing so that they can purchase the latest and greatest
equipment. This then typically leads to a small chaotic window in the schedule when the
Contractor is trying to coordinate and install
the work. 360 Field allows the team to keep
current status of each piece of equipment so
that Owners can have a clear picture of what
still may need to be purchased, to what has
arrived and what still needs to be installed.
Contractors can clearly communicate to
subcontractors when equipment will be on site
and when it is scheduled to be installed and if
those activities are going to take place when
the schedule shows them to.
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A-Typical Surfaces
There are materials that arrive on a jobsite that a Contractor may want to track, such as
structural steel, however the barcode printing system here would not allow for that
because the adhesive on the tape would not stick or would come off very quickly. The
barcode system could still be used and the structural steel still tracked as Locations
(column grids) or as Equipment (by piece at a grid location) but how do we apply the
barcode? Consider a different application to create the barcode. McCarthy does not
promote any product over another so this is just an example of what is available on the
market today.

HANDJET EBS 250 PORTABLE PRINTER
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This lecture will consist of a walkthrough of the door frame barcoding process and the integration with
BIM 360 Field Issue & Equipment Tracking. We will take the class through a step-by-step process of
Project Understanding & Setup, BIM 360 Field Information Inputting and Setup (2 options), On-site
tagging and finally Issue and Equipment tracking using BIM 360 Field and the Barcodes.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:
•

Understand on-site implementation of this process and process origin

•

Understand issue tracking using BIM 360 Field software and barcodes

•

Learn how to set up, create and produce barcodes for door frames on a project

•

Understand and learn how to communicate efficiencies gained by this process to company and
project stakeholders
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About the Speakers
Chris Patton is the VDC Manager at McCarthy Building Companies, Inc. for the
Texas Region based in Dallas. He received his B.A. in Architecture from the
University of Kansas and has worked in the AEC industry for over 10 years. Chris
is responsible for management and implementation of McCarthy’s VDC process for
projects within the Texas Region. He leads a team of engineers who create models
for site logistics planning, estimating, self-perform work, constructability reviews, and
MEP coordination. Chris manages the VDC process, becoming an integrated
member of the project team and making sure team members' models and
deliverables meet specific requirements. In addition, he focuses on development of VDC project
strategy, field personnel training, BIM execution, and research & development of new BIM technology.
His emphasis over the last few years has been to survey all of the various technological tools on the
market and leverage them to cut down on wasted time and improve quality of work. Chris has worked
on a wide range of projects over the years including more recently the Ft. Bliss Hospital Replacement in
El Paso, TX, the DFW Airport Terminal Renovation and Improvement Project and the 1920 McKinney
Ave. Office Tower in downtown Dallas. Over his 10 plus year career Chris has become an experienced
user of most of the major Autodesk platforms including AutoCAD, Revit, Navisworks Manage, BIM 360
Field, BIM 360 Glue, Infraworks 360 and ReCap. Hobbies on the side include skiing, biking and the
occasional micro-brewery tours.

Ryan Moret is an Assistant Superintendent, with McCarthy Building Companies,
Inc. in Texas, who recently transitioned to the PreConstruction Department. He
graduated from Texas A&M University’s school of Architecture in Construction
Science in 2010. His first assignment upon graduation was the Carl R. Darnall
Army Medical Center in Fort Hood, TX. He started work at the project as a new
Project Engineer after completing an internship at the MD Anderson Alkek
Expansion Project, and over the course of 4 years worked his way to become a
Project Assistant Superintendent. He provided jobsite level support and
implementation for BIM 360 Field for this pioneer project within McCarthy and opened doors for further
implementation. Ryan continuously seeks for ways to leverage technology to create a leaner, more
efficient, and less problematic jobsite. He utilized equipment tracking within BIM 360 Field to efficiently
track materials, installation, and quality issues throughout the jobsite. When Ryan is not at work, he
enjoys biking, going the gym, watching movies, as well as all you can eat salad bars.
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Class Overview
For the purposes of this class we will be focusing on Issue Tracking, Equipment, Checklists and the
Barcoding modules of BIM 360 Field. While not a prerequisite for the understanding and implementation
of this process, this class does assume that attendees have a basic understanding of BIM 360 Field. The
class will not cover the overall setup from scratch of a new project in BIM 360 Field. The Class
Description mentions “Project Understanding & Setup” and this is in reference to the “physical” project,
the Carl R. Darnall Army Medical Center Replacement, and a brief understanding of it and its setup in
BIM 360 Field.
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Process Development

Carl R. Darnall Army Medical Center Replacement
Killeen, Texas

The $536 million Carl R. Darnall Army Medical Center Replacement was funded by ARRA funds from
the federal government. It is a 1 million square foot hospital to replace the aging facility that currently
serves Fort Hood in Killeen, Texas. The project consists of over 3000 rooms (each one with at least one
door). This is a design build project where the design evolved throughout the life of the
project. Establishing a plan to identify and track issues and changes on a jobsite of this size with a staff
of 50+ people (not including subcontractors, Owner representatives or Design Team members)
was critical for a project of this magnitude. The federal government requires a very robust QA/QC
program, and BIM 360 Field was identified as an excellent means to help meet and exceed the
government expectations as well as provide tracking for the project.
As a new project engineer in charge of doors and hardware, Ryan had to develop a means to track all of
the door frames. With all of the different hardware sets that were specified for the project and the
evolving design due to the fast track nature, a system had to be implemented that could identify door
frames and track issues that would be associated with them (wrong hardware preparations, trade
damage, incorrect frame ratings, etc.). Installing a barcode was a solution that allowed him to efficiently
check each door frame and tag an issue. He realized that this could be modified to allow issue tracking
for each room instead of each individual door frame and opened the door for issue tracking through the
entire building. As the job had a large location tree with thousands of rooms, the barcodes helped us
streamline the tagging of locations for issues. It also helped keep our reporting uniform, accurate, and
up to date.
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Door Frame Barcode Utilization in BIM 360 Field
There are two different ways the door frame barcodes can be setup in BIM 360 Field. We will cover
those two different setups later. What is important now is to understand the advantages and
disadvantages of each setup option. The Location method will allow you to use barcodes for Issue
Tracking only; the Equipment option will allow you to use barcodes for Issue Tracking, Checklists, or for
Construction Status of rooms and areas.

1 - Issue Tracking
(Works with both ‘Equipment’ and ‘Location’ setups)

BIM 360 Field works great for tracking issues on your projects. It
allows you to compile a single list of all the deficiencies,
unsatisfactory work, and punch list items and sort them by location,
subcontractor, date, etc. This is an extremely valuable tool when it
comes to documentation and issue management. It allows for easy
management and understanding of the issues on the project for all trades.
Whether the issue is a punch list issue or a QA/QC type issue, it works best when Locations can
be provided accurately using the Location Tree uploaded into the system. BIM 360 Field allows
you to tie a barcode number to the Location making it available for quick reference. When the
Locations are consistently used for Issue Tracking, it makes for better reporting and
documentation. Using the Locations also allows you to scan a barcode once you are at a
location and see all of the issues that have been opened and associated with that location.
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2 - QA / QC Checklists
(Only available using the ‘Equipment’ setup for barcodes)

One of the great parts of BIM 360 Field is the ability to create
‘inspection’ checklists to make sure all parts of the project
requirements and specifications are within compliance. Using
checklists is also very valuable as documentation for various
inspections throughout the project.
Checklists can be created for individual locations using the barcodes that are attached to the
room. It allows you to quickly assign locations to checklists and better track what checklists have
been tied to each location.
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3 - Construction / Turnover Status
(Only available using the ‘Equipment’ setup for barcodes)
BIM 360 Field lets you ‘customize’ and ‘create’ many of the
data fields it provides. With your physical locations now having
the power and functionality of the Equipment module, this can
allow you to create/track custom statuses for physical locations
on your project. This is particularly helpful when you need to
keep track of locations that have been turned over or finished
various inspections and communicate this information clearly to
multiple stakeholders. The fields are customizable, so your
imagination is your limit.
To the right is an example of properties used to track
information for a particular room (1133-01). You can see that
important inspection dates can be tracked for that room.
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Implementation of a Barcode System
This next section will cover how to implement one or more of these systems on your project. Putting a
barcode on every door frame might sound like a daunting task, but with the proper planning it can be
easy and help create a better end product.

Project Team
Construction project teams vary in size,
experience and complexity from job to job, so
there is not a definable title or role that we can
label as “Bar Code Champion” that will carry
through to every project. While anyone within the
Construction Manager’s team on a project can
accomplish the barcoding task, the most suited
person would be the Project Engineer or person
assigned to manage the Doors, Frames and
Hardware scope of work from a tracking
standpoint (not an installation standpoint if the two tasks are assigned to two different
people). The person in charge of managing this scope of work will have intimate knowledge of
the Door, Room and Hardware Schedules on the project. They will typically be the person who
has the contact and relationship with the door frame manufacturer and secondarily the door frame
installer, which as you will see later is very important to the process.
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Door Frame Manufacturer
Outside of the Construction Manager’s team, the most important
group to this process is the Door Frame Manufacturer. While not an
absolute necessity, their involvement in the process greatly reduces
the overall task time to almost nothing.
The Door Frame Manufacturer historically is already placing some
kind of identification marking on the door frame to identify, for those
on site, which opening that specific door frame is assigned to. This
can range from their own stick on barcode to a Sharpie marking. The
goal is to either buy-out in their contract or discuss collaboratively with
them if they can put the Construction Manager’s barcodes on the door
frames during the manufacturing process. Details of this workflow will be discussed later in the
“Timing” section of this paper.

Door Frame / Door Hardware Installer
Another important group(s) within this process, is the Door Frame & Door Hardware
Installer(s). Depending on where you are in the country this could be your Framer, your Mason or
a separate Door Frame & Hardware Installer all together. The two most
important items that need to be communicated to these groups are:
Frame Installer: What to do if the barcode is missing, mislabeled
or damaged during installation?
Hardware Installer: What to do with the barcode during and after
hardware installation?
Both of these questions should and can be addressed in a simple section of the subcontractor’s
Work Plan and at their Preparatory or Preconstruction Meeting. For the Frame Installer they will
need to know where the barcode label is located and who to contact should the label be missing
or damaged. For the Door Hardware installer they will need to know what they should do with the
barcode labels when they are in process of installing the hardware. Best practice might be to
peel off the label, stick it on the upper right corner of the door itself and then reapply it over the
hinge it came from once the installation is complete.

Painter
Last, but not least, your Painter will need to be advised of the
barcode labels and instructed to tape over the barcode label prior to
painting, through their Work Plan and Preparatory or
Preconstruction Meeting. Typically a good painter is already taping
off the hinge area, and thus your barcode label, but it is always a
good idea to review it with them especially if your team has chosen
an atypical location. Once complete, the painter should remove the
tape from the barcode label.
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Tools and Materials
Printer:
The “type” of printer that should be used for this process is what is referred to in the industry as a
thermal transfer printer. No, this is not just a printer you can walk into Best Buy and grab off the
shelf. The printer allows the team to print the barcodes on light to heavy duty vinyl labels
depending on the purpose. McCarthy does not promote one printer brand over any other and for
the sole purpose of explaining what was used for this case study, McCarthy purchased the
Duralabel 300 along with 1” vinyl tape and transfer ribbon. The printer itself will cost
approximately $1500 but can be incorporated into a package deal with the tape and ribbons
depending on the quantity you are buying. Like any tool on a project the printer should be
properly maintained per the manufacturer’s instructions.

* Tip: Large projects should have their own printer, while smaller projects in the same
city or area could share a printer and thus the cost.

Barcode Or QR Code Generation Websites:

There are a wide range of paid and free websites available for barcode or QR code
generating. While McCarthy Building Companies does not promote one website over any other,
our team utilized www.serialio.com. The two main reasons we used this site was because it
allowed you to generate 100 barcodes at a time and manipulate the size of the label that is
generated. BIM 360 Field Barcode Scanner recognizes both QR codes and typical barcodes.
QR codes do allow for more information within the same size barcode however this is not typically
an issue for room numbers.
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Timing
The setup for barcoding on the jobsite needs to be completed prior to the door frames showing up
on site and metal stud framing starting. This means the Location Tree has been imported into
BIM 360 Field and ready for use so that barcodes can be generated. Barcodes should be
generated and developed during the review of the door hardware submittals.

* Tip: If the door manufacturer is utilizing a barcode
system of their own, the Construction Manager could
also request the “data” behind their barcoding system
to utilize the same barcodes. While the Construction
Manager may not want to rely on the paper labels most
door manufacturers use, they tend to fall off and
deteriorate faster and in larger quantities, it can be
used as a backup to the Construction Manager’s own
labels should the vinyl labels fall off or not get put on
the doors until after they are installed.
Once the barcode numbers are finalized, the barcodes can be printed. If you have a
manufacturer that is setup in a means that can help with this process, fantastic; otherwise, they
can be installed during QC checks on the door frames during unloading / install.

* Tip: Have a discussion with the Door Frame Manufacturer prior to the first door
submittals being turned in. A good practice our team utilized was when the submittals
were approved, a Notice to Proceed (NTP) with the manufacturing of that set of door
frames was sent to the Door Frame Manufacturer. This typically includes a list of the
doors released for production. We simply sent an envelope containing two sets of
barcodes (one for back-up as a courtesy to the Door Frame Manufacturer) along with it
that the Manufacturer applied. Easier in the shop than in the field.
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BIM 360 Field Barcode Setup and Import
Location Tree
The Location Tree is the most important part of the BIM 360 Field setup when it comes to the
barcode tracking. The Location Tree is something that the job site team should take some time
and think about how they want to track issues on the job. The most obvious way to track location
is by room numbers, but when you have a larger site footprint, or large open areas, you need to
identify some means of calling out specific locations.
The first step is to gather a list of the room numbers for import to BIM 360 Field. We suggest
extracting a door schedule or room schedule from the construction documents as it will give you a
room number for every room (or close to) in the building. There is plenty of software available
that will help export from PDF documents to Excel. Under the description, we suggest entering
the name of the room or area.

Then add any locations that your team developed for site or unique portions of the project.
You must have administrator rights for your project to setup Locations and Equipment.
All steps from here will assume you have logged into your project with administrator
rights.

Location vs. Equipment
You now have setup two options from here, as mentioned earlier, each with its own unique
advantages and disadvantages. One way is to associate the barcode with a room/area as a
‘Location’. The other way is to treat the room as a piece of ‘Equipment’ and associate the
barcode as such. Each of these methods let you track issues by defined locations, but setting up
the room as a piece of ‘Equipment’ will allow you some additional options with Checklists and
Construction Status as previously discussed, however with the downside is longer Sync times
because of the increase in data this method creates.
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Setup Option #1 - Locations - This is an easier methods to setup and use, also it is less
‘bulky’ in the 360 Field system. At this time, the barcode will only allow you to open issues in
the Issue Module of 360 Field.

a. Click your name in the top right and go to Settings > Locations > Import Locations
b. Download the template for Locations import, this is an Excel file.
c. The Location template has instructions for how to format locations so that they load
properly into a Location Tree. For Example: Hospital > Level 1 > Room 1101-01. It
is important to load the barcode number for each location you plan on using. Usually
this is the room number.
d. Upload the template and locations. Keep your upload templates so you can use the
barcode numbers when creating the labels later.
e. The BIM 360 Field system is now ready to read barcodes.
Setup Option #2 - Equipment - This really lets you be more ‘creative’ with the use of the
barcodes. This will give you locations in addition to letting you status various information for
each location.
a. We recommend making a type of Equipment for locations. If your project chooses to
implement the equipment tracking for actual owner equipment, this will give you an
easy option to filter out all the locations.
i. Click your name in the top right and go to Settings > Equipment
ii. Change the Category to Architectural and type ‘Locations’. Hit the Green
Plus Button
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iii. Under the Standard Properties tab, enable the barcode label.
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b. Return to the Home Page and navigate to the Equipment Tab.

c.

Download the Equipment Template for import, again it is a simple Excel file.
i. Be sure to fill out the barcodes and Location fields for each equipment.
d. The template has instructions for how to format locations so that they load properly
into a Location Tree. For Example: Hospital > Level 1 > Room 1101-01
e. Upload the template.
f. The BIM 360 Field system is ready to read barcodes and load them as equipment
items.
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Creating Barcodes and Labels
Using the barcode column from your upload templates, those numbers should be copied into a
barcode generator. There are dozens of them available on the internet for free as discussed
earlier. Some allow for multiple barcodes to be generated at once and some allow for them to be
done in batches. We recommend finding the ones that can be done in batches.
Copy the barcodes into Microsoft Word where your template for printing labels has been
configured. This is different for all printers / label makers and has not specifically been addressed
in this document. Last but not least, hit Print.
PRO TIP: This is a great opportunity to include some information for
the door frames. We added notes for Fire Ratings, STC, Electronic
Frame preps onto the labels so that they could quickly be checked in
the field. This allowed us to find any issues with the door frame
preps before they were installed in their openings.

Why Do We Do This?
Let’s consider what this does for our projects. BIM 360 Field provides a great way to consolidate project
issues onto a single issue list and provide documentation for inspections.
On a bigger picture, BIM 360 Field provides a single database for project wide issues; no more Excel
spread sheets, stained pieces of paper, folded up napkins, inspection report, and email chains. Typically
jobs have these issues spread out across multiple trades, inspectors, and managers. BIM 360 Field
helps provide a comprehensive report with locations and aging reports.
With the location and/or the equipment barcodes on door frames implemented, you can now open issues
much faster as you no longer have to navigate to a new location every time you change rooms. When a
system is easier to use, it is more likely to be used by the project staff. Now a simple scan and hit add,
instead of adding an area and navigating through a huge location tree to find the area you want. Also you
won’t have to look up any room numbers and your barcodes can/will provide room numbers for other
trades to reference as they see fit. Essentially the barcodes create an opportunity for access points to
make a ‘smarter’ building that can interact with the jobsite management and coordination software.
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Additional Applications to Consider

Equipment Commissioning Tracking
One of the most argues tasks on a
Construction job is Commissioning
of Equipment. Its at the end of the
job people might lose a little focus
so durations end up being longer
than they should, there is not good
communication or protocols in
place with the Commissioning
Agents so again durations increase
because things are missed or not
communicated properly. Utilizing
360 Field for Commissioning of Equipment is a great tool to have your Commissioning
Agent use. They will need to be given Project Admin rights within the system so that they
can start and complete Checklists. Barcodes will need to be setup under the Equipment
portal and assigned to each piece of equipment on the job that goes through the
Commissioning process. Typically the Contractor will end up being the person applying
the barcodes to the equipment at installation or first inspection; there are probably too
many pieces of equipment coming from too many different suppliers to handle this task
on the front end like the door frames.

Material Tracking
Any material on a jobsite that the Contractor is either directly responsible for or feels is
important enough can be tracked. Certain materials may not be able to be tracked with
the barcode printing system outlined in this paper, because the adhesive tape may not
apply, however see the next session for a newer option on the market. An example of a
material you may want to keep track of and need to status to certain stakeholders is
Owner Supplied Contractor Installed Medical Equipment. Owners will typically wait until
the last minute before purchasing so that they can purchase the latest and greatest
equipment. This then typically leads to a small chaotic window in the schedule when the
Contractor is trying to coordinate and install
the work. 360 Field allows the team to keep
current status of each piece of equipment so
that Owners can have a clear picture of what
still may need to be purchased, to what has
arrived and what still needs to be installed.
Contractors can clearly communicate to
subcontractors when equipment will be on site
and when it is scheduled to be installed and if
those activities are going to take place when
the schedule shows them to.
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A-Typical Surfaces
There are materials that arrive on a jobsite that a Contractor may want to track, such as
structural steel, however the barcode printing system here would not allow for that
because the adhesive on the tape would not stick or would come off very quickly. The
barcode system could still be used and the structural steel still tracked as Locations
(column grids) or as Equipment (by piece at a grid location) but how do we apply the
barcode? Consider a different application to create the barcode. McCarthy does not
promote any product over another so this is just an example of what is available on the
market today.

HANDJET EBS 250 PORTABLE PRINTER
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